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About This Game

Chess meets match-three to create a deep and strategic new experience. Faced with a board full of chess pieces, you must create
rows or columns of matching pieces to score 5d3b920ae0
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Chesster has some tactical and strategic elements to it, but the RNG can be unforgiving in later levels.. If you like Chess, and
you like puzzles, chances are you'll LOVE Chesster. I write this on the morning I finally solved a level I'd been stuck on for a
couple of years. Dancing and exaltation did occur.. If you like Chess, and you like puzzles, chances are you'll LOVE Chesster. I
write this on the morning I finally solved a level I'd been stuck on for a couple of years. Dancing and exaltation did occur..
sometimes it would score and others it didnt.sometimes itll place my piece in the wrong spot even though the cursor was in the
middle of the cube.ITSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
TTTTTTTTTTTTTEEEEEEEEEEEEEERRRRRRRRRRRRRIIIIIIIIIBBBBBBBBBLLLLLLLLLLLEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE. I
really wanted to like this game but I can't. The game requires too much look to get all of the treasure out of a level. Maybe I am
just a bad player but even when I tried to set something up one small thing overlooked. The puzzles are ok just the other parts of
the game.. I'm not a fan of mindless Match-3 games, but I do enjoy new and innovative ideas that make you think. Chesster is a
new twist on placement puzzles which will challenge your wits to plan ahead. If you like strategy and logic games, give this one
a try. It has an appropriate theme with three types of gameplay that will keep you up at night for just one more round. All this
wrapped in a friendly price tag.. I really like the concept but i wish they had not gone for this objective based puzzle, high score
or puzzle quest style battles just would have worked better. I suppose that stuff could exist. but because not every puzzle is
solvable (theres a puzzle where you have to break 15 blocks and not once has 15 blocks even so much as spawned on the puzzle,
its just rng hoping the layout works in your favor) I am unable to progress any farther without just getting lucky. I'll likely keep
with it and hope the rng rolls in my favor but i cannot reccomend the game.. This is my 1st review. I don't normally bother with
them, but I just wanted to counter the negative reviews (most of which seem to have vanished now). There was an issue with
steam upon release which apparently resulted in the game being erroneously free for a short period of time. It was never meant
to be free, but some reviewers had given them a negative review simply because they felt shortchanged because they paid for a
game that was free for a bit. they were saying it should be free to play, even though there are no in app purchases.Dev's gotta be
supported somehow! I paid for it and I'm glad I did. This is a fun little puzzle game. I'll put it simply, if you like puzzle games
and want to try a bejeweled type game with a chess twist, give it a go. There are a few different game types, and it does seem to
be tricky in some levels (especially the puzzle and challenge levels) and I'm still fairly early on in the game. It's cheap, it is a
tried and tested genre with a twist, and the dev seems to be active in the forums at this early stage, so I'd definitely recommend
it if you like this type of game.. Eh Its Tetris An Chess Smashed Up Its Okay!!!!!!. It's alot like bejewled, but with chess moves
instead of the usual up and down basic movements in most games. I recommend this game. Hope this reveiw helped.
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